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Prof tests food for Mars mission
Q BGSU professor
Dawn Hentges helps
ensure food safety of
astronauts going to
the red planet.
By JENNIFER LULEY
The BG News

■ Indians clinch the
Central Division against
the Twins Wednesday
with a 6-1 win.

■ Men's and women's
golf teams are each
starting out the season
on different tunes.

—
In preparation for NASA's
first manned space mission to
Mars, a BGSU food science
professor has spent her past
two summers in Texas workPhoto Provided ing to ensure the safety of the
astronauts on the journey.
University professor Dawn Hentges.
Dawn Hentges, a full-time

Lecturer to give new
view of historic revolt
in movie 'Amistad'

■ Volleyball team will
travel to the James
Madison Holiday Inn
Classic.

□ "Amistad" will be
shown today and the
corresponding lecture
is Friday.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

■ Over 100 are dead
after a flood that hit
Mexico.

■ Disney sells for enormous prices at convention over the weekend.

■ Check out the city
police blotter.
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"if you work for an
organization
that
makes its decisions by
committee,
make
darn sure you're on
the committee.
anonymous

Visit our new website
crossword puzzles from
the past week and Interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an Idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

Last year, the movie "Amistad," directed by Steven Spielberg hit the big screen all around
the world. Today the movie will
hit the University, and tomorrow
a lecture will capture how history and Hollywood can go handin-hand in making a film.
Donald Nieman, chairman of
the history department and cochair of the Africana Studies
Committee, along with the
departments of ethnic studies
and history, Phi Alpha Theta, the
Africana Studies Committee and
the History Honorary Society are
presenting a public lecture titled,
"History and Hollywood: 'Amistad' as History and Movie."
The lecture will be presented
by Howard Jones, research professor and chair of the Department of History at the University
of Alabama.
Last spring, after the movie
was shown in theaters, the University began planning a lecture
which would present a clearer

understanding of the revolt.
"It is important as a film
because it dramatized a very
important event in American
History that very few people are
aware of," Nieman said.
Jones' lecture will focus on
Spielberg making this film as a
work of art and history. The
i audience will want to know how
good this film is as art and how
good it is at representing history
Nieman explained.
The lecture will also help people understand the role of film in
shaping our way of looking at
the past and present because
both go hand-in-hand Nieman
said.
According to Nieman, Spielberg had no intention of making
"Amistad" a documentary. Spielberg believed it to be a work of
art and entertainment. By him
making this film, he felt it would
help people understanding history in another way.
"Many people get knowledge
of history from popular culture,
such as movies and films," Nieman said.
Lillian Ashcraft-Eason, associate professor of history and cochair of the Africana Studies
Committee, hopes that by showing the movie and having a lecture, students will be inspired to
• See AMISTAD, page five.

Weiss named
governmental
affairs director
□ Larry Weiss plans to
spend part of his time
in Columbus on behalf
of BGSU.
The BG News
Larry Weiss, University director of alumni affairs for the past
21 years, has added another
assignment to his work schedule
- director of governmental
affairs.
President Sidney Ribeau said
Weiss' "vast network of contacts
with alumni and others in state
government make him particularly qualified to handle this
important assignment. Strong
University representation during
this key legislative year is needed in Columbus and Larry has
the necessary experience and
knowledge."
With the state capital bill and
the biennial budget on the legislative agenda this fiscal year,
Weiss said he will be spending
more than half of his time in

Columbus lobbying on behalf of
the University.
"What's going to make it
interesting is the impact of the
hearings now underway to
determine whether the state has
complied with the Ohio Supreme
Court's order to remedy the way
Ohio finances its public schools.
The outcome of those hearings
could have a huge impact upon
higher education," Weiss noted.
Weiss will review all proposed
legislation to determine its
impact, if any, on higher education and the University. He will
also consult with Ribeau and to
determine strategies to support
or modify such legislation.
"Lawmakers are looking to
university representatives for
input on their proposals," Weiss
said.
A 1967 University graduate,
Weiss became assistant director
of alumni affairs in 1973 and was
named director in 1978. In 1987,
he took on further duties and
added associate vice president
for University advancement to
his growing title.

assistant professor at BGSU,
used her food science knowledge during two 10-week fellowships at Johnson Space
Center in Texas to assist in
preparing food for astronauts.
"My project was to write
three food safety plans for the
astronauts," Hentges said. The
first summer Hentges spent at
Johnson Space Center, she
worked mainly on the safety
issues of consuming lettuce
and wheat in space; this past
summer, Hentges worked on
the consumption of soybeans
in space.
Because the journey to
Mars takes about six months
and the return trip takes about

nine months, Hentges said she
and her colleagues tackled the
issue of food safety in space.
Working on the "preparation through processing" of
food, Hentges said only about
10 percent of the astronauts'
food supply will be from resupply missions NASA sends.
The remainder of the food the
crew will be responsible for
growing or otherwise producing while aboard the shuttle.
"Ideally, the process would
be totally self-sufficient,"
Hentges said.
With the processing of food
in space come many potential
hazards,
Hentges
said.
Because of that, each step

involved in growing or producing food must be thoroughly examined for the possible physical and chemical
dangers involved.
"For example, water is a
scarcity in space," Hentges
said, so processes that rely
heavily on the use of water
must be reconsidered. Hentges also said the possibility of
molds and bacteria growing
on the food supply must be
considered in the process of
growing food in space.
Hentges said while her 10
weeks each summer produced
some
valuable
research,
• See NASA, page five.

An inside look

Are you

S.\FE
INVESTIGATING
OUT dorms
Today marks the second day
of a three part series investigating how safe the residence halls
are at the University. Today's
story continues with a look into
the new policy installed for
night entry into the halls. Friday's story will be a step-bystep view of how easy it can be
to gain access into any residence
haU.

at home?
Confusion could
compromise safety
in residence halls

By BRAND! BAKIIITE and MIKE
WENDLING
The BG News
There has only been one alteration
to the University's residence hall
policies and procedures this year,
but that change has caused widespread
confusion, and students safety could be
compromised.
In the past, residence halls required
guests to sign in after midnight and call
their hosts to bring them into their room.
This year, guests no longer have to sign in,
yet some nightguards are also under the
impression the midnight check-in policy
has been eliminated altogether. Some nightguards said residents do not have to show
identification after midnight and guests do
not have to call their hosts.
"I was told not to check anyone in," said
Katie Woods, Darrow nightguard, junior
journalism major.
A Prout Hall nightguard who wished to
remain anonymous said the same thing.
"We have a new policy. We don't check
identifications."
According to Linda Newman, associate
director for Educational Initiatives in the
office of Resident Life, the policy has not
been altered, except for one minor change.
Newman said the office of residence life
decided to eliminate the policy of signing in
guests because they wanted to create a
BO News Photo/JASON SUGGS
more friendly and home-like atmosphere.
She also said it protects the privacy of the
Some students sneak into a propped bock door at
residents.
Founders residence hall recently. The hall Is pro"Are they really necessary? We want to
tected by a PED security system.
make them [residence halls) more friendly," Newman said.
She said having guests sign in was not really an effective safety measure. She said there was never
a check-out procedure and no one knew when the guests left the hall.
Newman stressed that nightguards still need to check the identifications of residents entering the
residence hall after midnight and that guests still must call the person they wish to visit.
She also said students must be responsible for their guests and that guests must not wander the
hallways alone. If guests are alone, they will be questioned and asked to produce identification.
"When we revamped, we placed less restrictions on the student," Newman said.
• See SAFETY, page five.
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Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

U.S. concerned with self-interests PEOPLE ON THE
As I write this, Iranian troops
are amassing on the Afghanistan
border. The Iranians claim that
Afghan rulers killed nine Iranian
diplomats.
I'm usually against any sort
of armed conflict, but if I had to
choose one regime in the world
to go down in a hail of bullets, it
most likely would be the Taliban,
Afghanistan's
ruling
group.
The Taliban has been notorious for its reactionary interpretations of Islamic law. The severe
edicts have been further exacerbated by the Taliban's tenuous
grip on power. After the Soviet
Union
pulled
out
of
Afghanistan, various groups
fought for control of the country.
In 19%, the Taliban group took
the capital, Kabul, and now control most of Afghanistan.
Although all Afghans in Taliban-controlled territory have
been forced to follow the Taliban's laws, the regime has come
down particularly hard on
women.
Women must be covered in
public at all times, and have
been systematically purged from
all positions of influence or
power.
The ruling faction has
imposed a fixed, draconian system of gender relations that
would shock even the most

right-wing anti-feminist.
According to Harper's Magazine, the Taliban has closed
down every all girls' school
facility in the areas they control
(about one-third of Afghanistan,
mostly in the north, is still under
the control of other factions).
Afghan girls are facing a future
with no opportunity, where the
only course is to be married off
and live subservient to her husband, as well as to the Taliban
soldiers themselves (who frequently take liberties with
women who run afoul of their
laws).
With no rule of law, court system, legislature or judiciary, the
Taliban fighters are free to do
what ever they like. And that
"whatever" has meant summary
trials and executions, rapes, the
elimination of any sort of right
to speech — in short, anything to
extend the Taliban's rule of ter-

It's funny but probably not
too surprising that the United
States has been rather disinterested in Afghanistan after the
Soviet
military
operations
ceased in that country. Once
again, the government has
proved that its role as world
policeman doesn't have anything to human rights.
The remoteness of the
Afghanistan, both in geography
and political system, probably
has something to do with America's disinterest.
As for ethnic differences, the
American public has trouble differentiating between the Swiss
and the French — much less Shiite and Sunni Muslims.
Regardless, Afghanistan does
stand out on the Islamic landscape, if only because the Taliban regime makes any other vilified religious country look like
Disneyland.
Our leaders will continue to
do the wrong thing, and stay
away from foreign affairs unless
there's some sort of national
interest involved, no matter how
twisted or base.
We often hear the argument
that goes something like this:
"Why should we send our
troops over to die in some foreign country that's not really
important." I even sympathize
with this point of view — who

wouldn't, after the horror of
Vietnam?
However, there are other,
much more subtle ways of influencing a country or even toppling its government, ways that
don't require bloodshed.
Perhaps we're just not aware
of covert government activities
against Afghanistan and places
like it. I highly doubt that,
though.
When I read about foreign
atrocities I sometimes think back
to the opening scenes of "Air
Force One," when Harrison
Ford, as President, announced
that the United States would
pursue a foreign policy based on
human rights. My brother, sitting next to me in the theater,
was probably befuddled when I
laughed out loud.
U.S. foreign policy isn't, never
has been, and probably never
will be based on humans. When
it comes to intervention, we're in
it for ourselves, whether for economic or political reasons.

STREET
What do you think of dorm security?

Matt Steinmann
Freshman
TCOM
"It'sadequate- it
allows enough
freedom for the
residents but it
keeps unwanted
people out."

Greg Yuronich
Junior
Environ. Health
"I think it's too
secure sometimes. If
you lock your door.
It's okay.'

Joe Schwarz

Senior
VCT
"Definitely not
enough. I could
get into any dorm
I want."

Mike Wendling can be reached at
mikewen@bgnel.bgsu.eilu

Mary Beth Murtha
Jenny Benyo
Sophomore
Undecided
"It's not enough. If
you really wanted,
you could get into
any dorm here."

Paul Stephens
Sophomore

VCT
"Founders is all right,
but the rest of them
pretty much suck."

The BG News
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LETTERS
to this matter? Which is subvertDear Editor,
We are on the verge of ing the rule of law, saying, "I'm
impeaching a president for per- going to let my lawyers argue
jury with regards to non-crimi- the rule of law." Or saying "No,
nal acts with an immaterial wit- Mr. President, in this country
ness in a civil case that, accord- you don't have the right to a
ing to the rule of law, did not legal defense when accused of a
have enough merit to go to trial. crime. We don't care what the
Never mind that no prosecutor law says about this crime. We
would bother even investigating say you're guilty, so plead guilty
such a heinous crime were it so it will be easier for us to run
committed by anyone other than you out of office.
People of Orrin Hatch's ilk
the president. The argument is
that he is the president, perjury are going to tell you that they are
is a felony and if he committed going too fair-minded when
this felony he subverted the law they decide whether the presiand therefore should be expelled dent should be impeached.
Maybe they think we the people
from office.
However, the people who cry are too stupid to realize it is no
that he has subverted the rule of fair to be denied a legal defense
law don't want to be annoyed when accused of a crime. If we
with the law deciding whether are, then we get what we
or not the president committed deserve.
Canada is sounding less cold
the crime. They say things like.
Don't try our patience with legal every day.
hairsplitting."
Tammy Hardesty
Legal hairsplitting?! Did he
Graduate Student
break the law or not? In order to
Science
decide, don't we have to look at
what the law says with regards

Dear Editor,
There are several issues on
campus that bother students
such as parking, expenses,
housing, etc. Here is some helpful information I discovered this
fall. My parents found out I was
tapped out on cash so they
elected to buy me some books.
When I talked to my mother,
she concluded that the prices
were ridiculous. My mother
pulled up a search for books on
the Internet.
Bingo! Two examples: Meyer
and Barber's book for CS 100,
Computers in your Future 2nd
Edition (you know bookstores
and publishers love new editions for new dollars signs.) At
SBX, $36 used; $50 new My
mom just ordered m» a copy for
$19.95.
Also, Sociology: A Down to
Earth Approach, Henslin, University bookstore and SBX:
$62.50.
At
Barnes
and
Noble.com you can order it for

$56.00. Maybe that itself is not
such a great deal but, if you
belong to their book club, you
will receive a 10% discount. Ten
dollars for every one hundred
we spend, and I know lots of
students who spend up to 300
dollars. My advice is to be
smarter than the average BG
bear. Find your books without
spending a ton of money. My
mom found my computer book
at amazon.com and if you do a
search you should be able to
find at least ten more. Good
luck shopping for your books
for next semester.

Chad Coins
Sophomore
Criminal Justice
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Today's Birthday (Sept. 17).

matter If you've never done It
before. You can learn. Other people do it. and you're certainly as
smart as they are - smarter than
some. All in all, definitely capable.
Go for It.

Your destiny Is knocking this
year. Don't be afraid to answer
the door. Your biggest worries
are the key to your greatest
success, so face them. You're
really smart in September, but
love is what brings success.
Don't complicate your life in
December. It's busy enough
already. Let your loved ones
support you in January, and
relax. In February, your coworkers will bring you what
you need, if you ask for it. In
March, a partner gives you a
valuable gift; and in May. the
treasure comes from long ago
and far away. By August you
should have things pretty well
wrapped up. Make that your
priority.

Cancer (Juno 22-July 22).
Today is a 6. The sun is In Virgo
and the moon is in Leo. Finish up
old business today. Don't start
anything new. Gather in money
that's been promised, rather than
getting new promises. New
promises won't be worth much
today, so there's no point in trying
to gather them up. Go for the gold
instead.
loo (July 23-Aug. 22).
Today is an 8. Your motivation has
to be to take care of other people
or you won't succeed. If you can
pull this off. you can acquire great
fame and fortune. Today, don't
start any new projects. Finish up
something you've been working
on. That means put In the corrections. If other people notice something wrong, listen and heed their
advice.

To get the advantage, chock
the day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day. 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19).
Today is a 7. You could say something to a loved one this morning
that you didn't expect, but sincerely feel. You're generally outspoken, but when it comes to emotional stuff, you can get tonguetied. But this moming you might
blurt out something about love, or
forever, or commitment. Not to
worry. It's a good day for it.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
Today is a 6. Today's agenda
involves finishing old business.
That's been a theme for the last
few days, but now there's no turning back. The urgency of the situation will be apparent carry In the
morning. You might not even have
time to make lists. You're going to
have to rely on your memory and.
in some cases, your Imagination.
No problem, right?

Taurus (April 20-May 20).
Today is a 6. Completion is the
theme again. Action is required,
and you'll have to make several big
decisions. Heed a roommate's
advice: but you'll have to live with
your decision for a long time, so
make sure it's one that supports
you. If it does, It will likely also
support the people you love most.
That's Just the kind of person you
are.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21).
Today is a 6. The moon's In Leo.
conjunct Mars in Leo first thing
this morning, so the Leo people in
your life might be feeling a little
feisty. Mars would get them to do
things they've been thinking
about, but resisting, or afraid to
try. So if you want to get an older
person Into action, give a little
shove today. It could work.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
Today is a 6. Your burning curiosity could lead you to try something
you've never considered before.
Since that's a rarity, you should be
in for an interesting day. You'll do
well to go back to a previous location, school or endeavor, but don't
worry. It'll be different now, and
what you'll be learning is all new.

Capricorn (Doc. 22-Jan. 19).

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. It).

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23).
Today Is a 7. The moon Is in Leo
again, but It's void of course. That
means it's made all the aspects It's
going to make before It goes into
Virgo tomorrow. The void moon of
course means that whatever is
going to happen has already happened, and now all we need to do
Is clean up. Not a bad Idea, all
things considered.

Gemini (May 21-Juno 21).
Today is a 7. There's something
you'd like to change about your
domestic environment. It doesn't

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
Today is a 6. Everybody's racing
around, trying to do more than
can possibly be done In the allotted time. If you think of it as a
game, it'll be a lot more fun. If you
think of it as being serious and
life-and-death and all that, you'll
only get yourself stressed out and
make the Job even more difficult. .
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Windows 98/95 - Intermediate (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Pemberville Library. Become
a Windows power user by learning more advanced functions
and features of this operating
system. Fee. For more information or to register call Continuing
Education, International & Summer Programs at 419/37-.8181.
Print Sale (9 a.m. - 11 p.m.)
Ballroom, Union. Students
are able to buy posters and prints
from their favorite movies, television, and cartoon shows.
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Wind organ
>*>
Sandwich
"
cookie
Stench
Carradine TV
23 Inclining upwarc 46
show
25 Lift up one's
47
Has
voice
49
Top marksman 26 Fiery
50
27 Pubtishable
Golf gadget
51
copy
Millinery
28 Conger catcher 52
accessory
Sound asleep? 29 TV teaser
31 City near
54
Judge
Cleveland
55
Boscoranjou
32
River
of
Rouen
H.H. Munro
56
33
Bordered
Alternative to a
36
Most
measly
59
saber
39 Bill of fare
Roundish
60
42 Truly
geometric
43 Nexus
surface
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58 Degrade
61 Grow weary
62 Shelter a
fugitive, e.g.
63 Celebratory
events
64 Celtic land
65 Skin eruption
66 Wading bird
67 Remainder

Pleas for Amnesty (10 a.m. 4 p.m.)
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. The Art of Jean

in the Women's Building!

1 '

53 Slanting type
57 -Return of the

49th Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Aug. 27; continues through Sept.
18. Tues-Sat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free.
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PUZZLE

Today Is a 6. Money is again the
focus today. If you can pay your
bills early, you'll be ahead, even If
you haven't received your paycheck yet. This coming weekend,
by the way. is going to be excellent
for travel. So get chores done
early. Youll want to have the time
for other things.
Today is a 6. If you push a partner
'intellectually today, you can get
what you want. You usually figure
out what's going to happen, then
let someone else carry out the
plan. That's what's going on now,
but you can't Just sit back like a
mouse in a comer and hope everything goes well. You're going to
have to get involved.

J

14

BG
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NEWS
ACROSS
1 See here!
5 Trodden tracks
10 Church recess
14 Language of
Pakistan
15 Watery expanse
16 Gather in
17 Inert gas
18 Take care of
19 Make the cake
20 Ravines
22 Open grassland
24 Superlatively
pulpy
27 Extreme
aversion
30 Call it quits
34 End of auction?
35 "_ It a Pity36 Prepared coffee,
one way
37 Arafat's grp.
38 Tent stake
39 Game piece
40 Put in the fix
41 Negligent
43 Kept back
44 Washington bill
45 Maine college
town
46 Browned
48 Laurence of
"BoyzN the
HocdSO Daughter of
King Minos

J

Grosser. Show opened Aug. 27;
continues through Sept. 18. TuesSat. 10-4; Sun. 2-5. Free.
Alpha Omicron Pi Raffle for
Prizes (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Far East Merchandise Sale
(10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Education Steps.
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec., May
or August must attend to be
included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 1-800-9691338 to schedule your sitting.
Portraits are taken from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
NAACP Voter Reg/Membership Drive (11 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
International Travel Grant
Workshop (2 p.m. - 3 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer W. Learn
how to write a proposal to
receive a travel grant to study

67

Kl

D«- initin. look on

thr wpb: www.bguum HUM
Fifth month of
the Jewish year
PAOBTHREKa
intended as an
More organized
irreverent look at
Obstacles
The
University.
Open slightly
Weal The BG
Ms. McEntjre
New consider it
Middle of
on offbeat page
Roman months
where we try to
Italian currency
offer something
Showy flower
for everybody.
Piece of
Opinions
copper?
expressed herein
art
solely thos*
The Greatest
of our staff.
Actor Mineo
Have a nice day.

"Upcoming Event*" la ■ service to our
reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar oT
events on the web page hat a more
complete lilting of eventa and can be
aeceeaed through -www.bgau.edu".
abroad during the 1999 spring
semester. For more information
call the Education Abroad Office
at 419/372-0479.
Women's Soccer at Toledo (4
p.m.)
Toledo, Ohio.
University Ambassadors
Information Night (6 p.m.)
102 Business Admin. Bldg..
University Ambassadors is a service organization that provides
the University with student representatives for many University
events. We also put on events
such as the United Way Penny
Drive and Beyond BG. Ambassadors are a select group of leaders who like to be involved with
BGSU and who like to make
things happen. Come see what
we're all about!!
Amlstad (7 p.m.)
121 West Hall. Story of the
1830 revolt by Africans on a
slaveship and their subsequent
trial. Directed by Steven Spielberg. Free.
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TODAY'S
FRIDAY

TODAY

Partly Cloudy
HIGH: 78

Partly Cloudy
HIGH: 80

LOW: 56

LOW: 56
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Attention Seniors
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Eye on officials struggle to bring victims aid
news

piled from staff and wire reports

■ DIRECTOR NAMED ss*sss™«sssssssss»s»ssssssssssss«s»ssssss»s«sss«»!

University names Gary Hess interim director
Dr. Gary Hess of the University history department has been
named interim director of the Center for Governmental Research and
Public Service at the University.
Hess has been at the University since 1964. He has been a distinguished research professor since 1988 and last year was given the Distinguished Faculty Service Award.
The author of six books, Hess has twice served as Fulbright Lecturer and in 1978-79 was awarded a Research Fellowship by the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
Earlier this year the center received an $81,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Commerce to provide economic development assistance to local governments, nonprofit agencies and business.
A national search to fill the position on a permanent basis will
begin this fall with the expectation of naming an individual to fill the
position for the 1999-2000 academic year.
■ CLINTON TESTIMONY ss«ss»^sss»s**ssss»»s*»^sssssssssssssssssssss«

Congress moves toward releasing video
WASHINGTON (AP) — The visual impact could be powerful.
Americans already know the gist of President Clinton's grand jury
testimony. But it would be something else entirely for the nation to
watch the president on television parrying prosecutors' questions,
perhaps losing his temper, retreating into legalisms under close questioning about the Monica Lewinsky affair.
"If you read it, it seems abstract; if you see and hear it, it seems
real," said Robert Lichter, president of the nonpartisan Center for
Media and Public Affairs.
"TV has a unique political impact," he said. "That's why presidents go on television; they don't issue press releases when they want
to mobilize public opinion."
Republicans in Congress were moving toward releasing the fourhour tape of Clinton's Aug. 17 testimony, arguing that it would help
people determine whether the president lied under oath. Democrats
worried the tape would be used for political purposes.
People were in no rush for a look. A CBS News poll released
Wednesday found that 70 percent of Americans thought it was not
necessary for Congress to publicly release the tape.
■ IN A HURRY .»»»»■■■.»»»»»»■■■■■■■■■■■■■•»»»»»»■■■

Mom arrested after driving on sidewalk
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — A woman in a hurry to get her children to
school drove up onto the sidewalk and across people's yards to get
around a traffic jam, dragging an officer who got her hand tangled in
the seat belt, police said.
The woman was stopped in traffic backed up by an accident when
she drove off the road Tuesday with two girls, 10 and 13, in the car.
Cpl. Lori Fansler, who was directing traffic, said she ordered the
driver to stop and leaned into the car to talk to the woman, who told
the officer she "didn't have freaking time for this" and hit the gas.
Fansler was dragged about 10 feet.
Another officer chased the car down a road at about 75 mph before
the woman pulled up at an elementary school.
Sarah C. Carr was charged with assault with a deadly weapon on
a law officer, speeding to elude an officer and careless and reckless
driving. She had to post $1,000 bail to get out of jail.
■ AUTOMOBILE RECALL ■■■■IHsHBstBBaaHaBBBHHHa

Honda recalls 968,000 Accords
;• DETROIT (AP) — American Honda Motor Co. is recalling about
■;968,000 model year 1995-97 Accord cars to check for a wiring problem
that potentially could cause a fire under the hood.
The air conditioner wiring harness may have been improperly
.installed, allowing some wires to rub against each other and eventually wear through their insulation, causing a short circuit, Honda said
>in a statement Wednesday.
'. In most cases, the short circuit would blow a fuse or cause the bat£tery or air conditioner to fail. But in some cases, the wiring could
■;bverheat and cause a fire, the statement said.
There have been no accidents or injuries reported as a result of the
.problem, it said.
The recall involves four-cylinder Accord sedans, coupes and station wagons in LX, EX and SE versions. Accord V6 and DX models are
not affected.
Honda's only American auto assembly plant is in Marysville,
Ohio.
Owners will be notified by letter in early October and repairs, if
needed, will be performed without charge at Honda dealers.

■PRISON POISONING

wm—mmm—mi^mmmmmmmmmm
Inmates ill from carbon monoxide

WRIGHTSVILLE, Ark. (AP) — Inmates fell ill with symptoms of
carbon monoxide poisoning this morning when a water heater
apparently malfunctioned at a minimum-security prison.
The prisoners complained of faintness and trouble breathing, said
Dina Tyler, spokeswoman for the Arkansas Department of Correction.
Eleven prisoners were sent to Little Rock hospitals and the prison
system diagnostic hospital in Pine Bluff, Tyler said. The rest of the %
inmates whose barracks are served by the boiler were moved to a
gym.
While the Wrightsville minimum-security unit has some of the
prison system's older buildings, the boiler in question is less than 8
years old, Tyler said.

Q Southern Chiapas
isolated by mudslides,
swollen rivers and
downed bridges.
The Associated Press
TAPACHULA, Mexico
More rain delayed aid flights
Wednesday to villages isolated
by a week of flooding in Mexico,
while the death toll rose to 119
and hunger grew among those
cut off by the downpours.
Helicopters resumed shuttling
food, water and medicine to the
400,000 people in southern Chiapas state isolated by mudslides,
swollen rivers and downed
bridges when the rain let up in
the late morning.
Forecasters predicted more
heavy rain in the next 24 hours.
The floods last week tore
through an area the size of Massachusetts, leaving residents
without food, water or power. By
Wednesday, 119 bodies had been
recovered, according to Health
Minister Juan Ramon de la
Fuente, although officials expect
the number to rise.
Local newspapers said more
than 200 had died, and the
Roman Catholic bishop of
Tapachula, Monsignor Felipe
Arizmendi, said the church
expected the death toll to reach
500 or even 1,000 when officials
are able to count all the missing
from tiny villages in the mountains.
Many bodies are believed to
have washed into the Pacific or
disappeared beneath the mud.

Hunger
was
increasing
among flood victims, and in one
village people attacked a military helicopter dropping off aid,
according to the Mexico City
newspaper Reforma.
Dozens of villagers in
Soconusco, 40 miles northwest of
Tapachula, swarmed onto a helicopter dropping off rations Tuesday, grabbing everything inside
the chopper. Soldiers were
unable to stop them, Reforma
said.
"People are starving to death
here," a local leader, Leobardo
Broca, was quoted as telling the
soldiers. "See for yourselves. I
want all of you to understand
that I'm not guilty of anything,
because you've left us alone."
The fight for the aid was
intense, the newspaper said. Two
women fought over the same
sack of flour, splitting it in half
and sending a cloud of flour over
the area, churned up by the helicopter's rotors.
Weather officials said 3.2 inches of rain had fallen in Pijijiapan,
one of the hardest-hit communities, and half an inch in Tapachula. They forecast another 2-2 1/2
inches in the state over the next
24 hours.
In Washington, the U.S. State
Department advised Americans
to exercise caution when traveling in Mexico because the floods
have washed out roads and
bridges, blocking passage on
some, including sections of the
Pan American Highway.
State government officials
said helicopters had been
grounded Tuesday afternoon

Associated Press photo
A little boy cries as he waits for food at a shelter for flood victims Muixtla, located in the southern region of the Mexican
state of Chiapas.
and
Wednesday
morning
because of rain, but the rain
turned into a drizzle and the aid
teams resumed their work.
Mexico's Red Cross continued

to call for donations of food and
medicine. Among those responding was Pope John Paul II, who
donated
$50,000
through
Catholic charities for Mexico.

Disney convention draws the obsessed
□ Disney memorabilia
sold for enormous
prices at the Official
Disneyana Convention
held last week.
The Associated Press
LAKE BUKNA VISTA, Fla. Frank and Marilyn Pancotto's
kitchen in North Carolina is decorated with a Mickey and Minnie motif. The dining room is
resplendent in Beauty and the
Beast decor and the living room
has a decidedly Snow White and
Fantasia flair.
Robert Sher doesn't have
enough room for all his Disney

memorabilia in his New York
City apartment, so he keeps
much in storage. Dan Casteel has
thousands of Disney figurines
and 190 animation cells in his
Clifton, N.J. home.
If there were a support group
for these people, it would be
called Disneyholics Anonymous.
Instead, these Disney collectors
and 2,000 other Disney fanatics
find their support, and hundreds
more items to buy, each year at
the Official Disneyana Convention.
This year's convention, held
at Walt Disney World, wrapped
up Friday.
"It's something inside you
that as a kid was never satisfied.
This helps you feel like a kid

again," said Dr. David Burnsides
of Columbus, Ohio. He and his
wife, Mary Lou, spent $6,000 on
Disney collectibles and merchandise at the seventh annual convention.
Attendees, known as "ConventionEars," paid at least
$1,185 for a week of seminars,
theme park visits, speeches, auctions of Disney memorabilia and
spending sprees on Disney merchandise. There were special
appearances by the actors who
gave voice to Mickey and Minnie, Disney animators and Diane
Disney Miller, Walt's oldest
daughter.
At this year's auction held
Wednesday night, a businessman from New Canaan, Conn.,

paid $22,000 for a flying elephant car from the theme park
Dumbo ride. A vehicle from the
recently closed Mr. Toad's Wild
Ride sold for $13,000.
"These are our most loyal
fans," said Ed Storin, manager of
events and specialty merchandise at Wait Disney World.
Attendees entered a lottery
for the chance to buy, among
other items, a porcelain figure of
Pinocchio with Gepetto for $775
or a bronze figurine of Jiminy
Cricket for $1,400.
The best deals, however, were
theme park props Disney was
selling in an area called "Mickey's attic."

Cold War bomb fallout study released
□ Scientist apologizes
for delay in releasing
bomb fallout study.
The study's release
was delayed for 15
years.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The scientist who oversaw a 14-year
health study of radiation fallout
from Cold War bomb tests apologized Wednesday for years of
delay in making the findings
public.
"The sense was that nobody
was really terribly interested in
this," Bruce Wachholz, chief of
the radiation effects branch of
the National Cancer Institute
who coordinated the fallout
study, told a Senate hearing.
To which Sen. Susan Collins,
R-Maine, responded: "The public couldn't be interested in what
the public didn't know."
The study, which tracked fallout nationwide from 100 aboveground nuclear explosions in the
Nevada desert during the early

years of the Cold War, was
released last October, nearly 15
years after Congress ordered it.
Three months earlier, key
findings were made public. The
study concluded that exposure
to iodine-131 from the bomb test
fallout may have caused 11,300
to 212,000 additional cases of
cancer.
Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee members asked
senior National Cancer Institute
officials why the findings were
not made public earlier, since the
basic results were known as
early as 1989 and a final draft
report was completed in 1992.
Some lawmakers have suggested
the release was delayed out of
concern about public reaction.
Wachholz said there was "no
intention to deceive or conceal
this information" but acknowledged the report "received little
attention" for several years after
it was largely completed as some
of the same researchers focused
on the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear
accident.
The report should have gotten out faster," said Wachholz.
But another witness suggested that public relations concerns

■\

may have played a part.
"There was concern within
the (National Cancer Institute)
about the negative impact that
the study might have on public
perception about the legacy of
atmospheric testing of nuclear
devices," said Owen Hoffman,
who was a consultant on the fallout research.
"This concern may have been
partially responsible for delay in
publication of the results," said
Hoffman, now president of
SENES Oak Ridge Inc., a consulting firm on risk analysis.
Richard
Klausner,
who
became NCI director in 1995,
acknowledged that he became
aware of the study because of an
inquiry from Sen. Tom Daschle,
D-S.D.
"Somewhere, obviously, this
fell through the cracks," said
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio. "We
shouldn't have to heckle people
to get a report."
In releasing the report last
year, the NCI concluded that
bomb testing in Nevada between
1951 and 1962 exposed millions
of American children to radioactive iodine-131, which can cause
thyroid cancer.

The report estimated there
would be 11,300 to 212,000 additional cases of thyroid cancer as a
result of the exposure, particularly in the Farm Belt where children often drank fallout-contaminated milk.
The NCI last year urged those
who believed they were exposed
and are worried about it to see a
doctor for a thyroid examination.
Some scientists have suggested a
more formal regional screening
of exposed victims, but the NCI
said that might cause more problems than it resolves.
Earlier this month, an Institute of Medicine committee also
called regional screening unnecessary because it would provide
no significant health benefits.
The panel concluded "the number of excess cases of thyroid
cancer is impossible to predict."
"A national or regional
screening effort could result in
needless worry and unnecessary
surgeries because the tests used
to detect the disease are so often
inconclusive,"
said
Robert
Lawrence, a Johns Hopkins
School of Public Health professor and the chairman of panel.
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He read students' minds: mind-reader returns to campus
□ Mind-reader Craig
Karges returns to the University to amaze students.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BO News

Moving a table one foot off the
ground, books falling off tables by themselves and linking jewelry rings together are all part of the magic of mind-reading.
Back by popular demand is last
year's mind-reader and entertainer,

Craig Karges.
Amanda Allen, vice president of University Activities Organization (UAO),
along with other directors of UAO, were
sent to the National Association for
Campus Activities (NACA) two years
ago to watch Karges perform a 20
minute showcase. It was decided then
by UAO that he would be a "cool" performer for the University.
Karges has been named "Entertainer
of the Year" by the International Psychic
Entertainers Association. In addition to
this recognition, he was also awarded
the NACA award, which is the highest

award for an entertainer. The award is
based on students' and schools' reactions, and they thought he was the best
to show on campus, Allen said.
Jen Gans, public relations for UAO,
didn't attend the performance last year,
but plans on going this year.
"You should be interested in going
because you want to see the acts," Gans
said.
Some of the more popular acts performed by Karges involve interaction
with the audience. He is often seen
walking around the aisles, Allen said.
Last year, Karges asked for an audi-

ence member to come to the stage and
he was going to guess their name and
personal information. The chosen person changed cards with another audience member, and he knew it was the
wrong card, Allen said.
A person often walks away with the
question of, "How does he do that?"
Allen and Gans said.
In the past, Karges has been a guest
on television talk shows, co-produced
and starred in two half-hour television
programs for PBS in West Virginia and
participated in a live, 90-minute cable
broadcast.

AMISTAD

NASA-

SAFETY
Continued from page one.

She also said it is not necessary to punish an entire residence hall because of a few isolated incidents.
Resident Student Association
president Cliff Sweinhagen was
not even informed of the change.
"RSA has not received any
word of this new policy. I don't
understand why the guests
wouldn't check in," he said.
"This definitely disturbs me. It
needs to be brought to residents,
and RSA needs to become active
on this topic."
The policy has been met with
similar skepticism among some
residence life staff. Jason
McDaniel, a nightguard at
Rodgers Hall, said that guests
should check-in.
"If we don't check guests in,
we can't control the number of
people here," he said. "If there
happened to be a fire or another
emergency, there's no way we
could keep track of everybody if
we don't know who's in the
building."
Joe Guyette, sophomore environmental science major agreed
with the change.
"Since we bave PEDs, I think

this makes sense. Only people
with PEDs are going to get in
anyway," he said.
Or will they? A Darrow resident who wanted to remain
anonymous said, "I've seen it
done a lot of times. I do not really feel safe, even if you have a
PED."
Yesterday, Newman said that
because of the concerns of residents and resident advisers, hall
councils will now have the
option to require that guests sign
in. Last Sunday, the Rodgers Hall
council voted to go back to signing in guests. Kohl Hall also
decided to go back to signing in
guests, but several dorms do not
even have their hall councils
established yet.
Newman said the main problems residence halls face are
alcohol and noise. She said if students follow the safety procedures, then the students will be
safe. Newman stressed that students need to assist in ensuring
safety in residence halls.
She also said nightguards are
properly trained and given the
knowledge to do their job. She
said nightguards will have additional training sessions later this
month.

Continued from page one.

NASA is still nowhere near
answering the questions concerning long-term food production in space.
"It's still very much in the
beginning stages," Hentges said.
Still, Hentges said the experience was excellent and she
enjoyed working with other professionals.
"It was fun being part of a
team that made the decisions,"
she said.
During the two summers
Hentges spent in Texas, she was
able to take University students
with her as well.
Graduate student Marcy
Thurston, who is working on her
Master's Degree in family consumer science, is one of the students who spent the summer in
Texas with Hentges.
Thurston, like Hentges, said
she too has a good experience
working at NASA.
However, Thurston did not
get to work alongside her professor while at NASA. Using blood
lipid data from astronauts from
1981-1998, Thurston and other
graduate and undergraduate
students from around the coun-

try looked at the cholesterol level
of astronauts while in space.
"We concluded the cholesterol
level of astronauts is adversely
affected by spaceflight, but
returned to normal within a
month," Thurston said.
Hentges said she thinks the
program NASA offers for food
science students gives them a
chance to see a side of their
major they may not normally
see.
"It helps them to broaden
what they can use their skills for.
It shows them they don't have to
work in a hospital or nursing
home," she said.
Unfortunately, Hentges said
she won't be able to work for
NASA next summer because
there is a two summer limit on
the program.
Still, Hentges said this won't
stop her from using what she
learned.
"I enjoyed the experience a lot
and I'm always bringing what I
learned back into the classroom
here."
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Karges has performed from coast to
coast, entertaining audiences ranging
from 25 spectators to a crowd of 2000.
Last year at the University, there were
over 200 people in attendance, including
students, faculty, staff and members of
the community at large, Allen said.
The free mind-reading experience
will take place Thurs., Sept. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. It is
open to students, faculty, staff and the
entire Bowling Green community.
"I have seen past shows, but I still
walk out completely amazed," Allen
said.
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ask questions about a historical
event.
"The visual images in the
movie are made with drama and
flare when interfaced with reality
as they unfold in documents
which are brought to life by
scholars, like Jones," AshcraftEason said.
Amistad was a slave ship in
Havana, Cuba that was transporting slaves from one side of
the island to another. During the
transportation, the slaves broke
free from their shackles and
killed all but two crew members
of the Amistad. The slaves
demanded the two surviving
members to sail them back to
Africa, but the ship was captured
by a U.S. Navy Vessel along
Long Island. Controversy developed after the capture because
the court system didn't know
what to do with the slaves.
By watching the movie, students will be learning more
about the history and culture of
African Americans and the Middle Passage, a slave trade via the
Atlantic Ocean.
Because of Jones' efforts in
writing a book about Amistad,
schools are now adding the
revolt in history books.

"It has not been in history
books before because the history
of African Americans has been
neglected by white people and
scholars," Nieman said.
Jones has been the recipient of
the John F. Burnum Distinguished Faculty Award for teaching and research. At the University of Alabama, he teaches
courses in American foreign relations and the U.S. Vietnam War.
His background in American foreign relations helped him with
his research about the Amistad
Revolt in 1839 for his book titled,
"Mutiny on the Amistad." This
book was used in writing the
screenplay for the movie, "Amistad."
"Students should go because
it will be a fascinating talk about
a compelling event that most of
us learned very little about,"
Nieman said.
"Amistad" will be showing on
Thurs., Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. in 121
West Hall. The lecture will be
held on Fit, Sept. 18 at 3:30 p.m.
in 117 Olscamp Hall.
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H.S. student
attacks 2
at Oberlin
High school student
charged with attacking
two women at Oberlin
College.
The Associiated Press
OBERLIN — A high school
student working part time at
Oberlin College has been
charged with attacking two
women on campus.
Delucas Lucas, 19, was
charged Tuesday with attempted
murder, attempted rape and
aggravated burglary in connection with an alleged attack on an
18-year-old woman from Los
Angeles on Sept. 6.
Police said he broke into the
freshman's dorm room and
attacked her with a 5-pound
attachment to an electric mixer.
The woman, who suffered a fractured skull and arm injuries, was
able to scare her attacker away.
Lucas also was charged with
felonious assault in an alleged
attack Feb. 8 on a student walk-

Rescue with a rake
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ing to her dormitory at the college 30 miles southwest of Cleveland.

Municipal Judge Martin
Heberling set Lucas' bond at
$500,000. A preliminary hearing
was scheduled for Tuesday.
Police Chief Robert Jones said
tips led authorities to arrest
Lucas, who is an Oberlin High
School student. He worked part
time in the kitchen at the college's Stevenson Hall dormitory.
Jones said Lucas acknowledged that he attacked the
women in an unsuccessful
attempt to rob them.
Lucas' attorney, Kirk Perry,
said he has known his client for
several years through a youth
program and was surprised by
the arrest.
"He is a model citizen. He has
never been arrested," he said.
"Right now, he is not even sure
why he was picked up."

AuocUted Pros photo
John Crane tries to free an abandoned car out in front of his beach house in Surf side. Monday, Sept. 14,1 998. Crane said the car
was abandoned last Wednesday when Tropical Storm Frances blew in and buried the car.

POLICE BLOTTER

Hyde admits to 1960s affair

Today's city police blotter includes items from Tuesday and
Wednesday.

□ Clinton Impeachment team member
"POLICY for the police blotter". The News will runrwlthout exception, all | admits to "indiscretions."
citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from residents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any auestlons. please call the editor at 372-6966.
In Lot 4, a baby stroller was
found, Tuesday.
In the 300 block of Napoleon
St., a power outage occurred,
Tuesday.
In the 1300 block of Sandridge
St., a woman reported a trash can
was stolen from her yard, Tuesday.
In the 1500 block of Clough
St., a man passed a school bus
when it had stopped and the
lights were on, Tuesday.
In the 1200 block of Conneaut
St., a trap was requested for a
woodchuck, Tuesday.
A "Welcome Back Students"
sign valued at $200 was taken in
the 400 block of Thurstin Ave.,
Tuesday.
On the corner of Scott Hamilton and Manville, Niki Dobolek
was cited for non-use of a seatbelt, Tuesday.
In the 600 block of S. Main St.,
a man moved out of the apartment and took several other
items belonging to his roommate, Tuesday.
In the 1500 block of Clough
St., Justin Jones was cited for
non-use of a seatbelt, Tuesday.
A piece of glass art was taken
from the Black Swamp Festival
in the 600 block of Haskins St.,
Tuesday.

In the 200 block of Georgia St.,
$420 and a woman's wallet was
taken, Tuesday.
A white cat with a pink collar
was found in the 200 block of
Gorrell St. and taken to the animal hospital, Tuesday.
A man gave a fictitious ID in
the 1600 block of F Wooster St.,
Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of N. Main
St., Kimberly A. Hefflinger was
cited for no operator's license,
Tuesday.
A man, in the 1300 block of S.
Orleans St., reported a cut in his
screen door, Tuesday.
In the 200 block of Clough St.,
a man and a woman were arguing and disturbing the peace,
Tuesday.

A truck, in the 500 block of
Napoleon St., was reported over
the weight limit upon leaving
the company, Tuesday.

A domestic dispute occurred
in the 200 block of Mercer St.,
Tuesday.

A non-injury traffic accident
occurred in the 500 block of W
Poe St., Tuesday.

A woman in the 900 block of
W. Wooster St. lost her wallet,
Tuesday.

A business checkbook was
found in the 1000 block of S.
Main St., Tuesday.

Loud music was heard in the
100 block of W. Wooster St., Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of S. Main
St., a woman lost her cash card
from a money machine, Tuesday.

On South College and Seventh St., Andrew Farrow was
cited for non-use of a seatbelt,
Tuesday.

A woman reported her exboyfriend would not leave the
apartment, in the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave., Tuesday.
In the 500 block of E. Poe St.,
Micah Newman was cited for a
non-injury traffic accident, Tuesday.
A Weston man, in the 1200
block of W. Wooster St., reported
his ex-wife was at his work
place, Tuesday.

A pot-bellied pig was found
running loose in the com field in
the 300 block of Colony Ln.,
Tuesday.

In the 10 block of Ranch St.,
Raymond E. Springer was cited
for possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia and non-use
of a seatbelt, Tuesday.

Judge
Gale
Williamson
approved a search warrant for a
room in the Kappa Sigma house,
Tuesday.

A woman in the 600 block of
Manville St. requested an ambulance because she fell and cut her
head, Tuesday.

An accidental 911
call
occurred in the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave., Tuesday.

In the 200 block of Mercer St.,
a man's vehicle was struck in the
street, Tuesday

WASHINGTON
Rep.
Henry Hyde, the House member
leading the impeachment review
of President Clinton, admitted
Wednesday to "indiscretions"
with a woman in the 1960s at a
time both were married.
The Judiciary Committee
chairman issued a statement
responding to a story in Salon
Magazine, which detailed an
affair with a woman identified as
Cherie Snodgrass. The Illinois
Republican called the article "an
obvious attempt to intimidate
me" and vowed that it would not
affect any impeachment proceeding.
In a memo this week to Judiciary Committee members, Hyde
warned that "some supporters of
the president, possibly including
White House staff, may be
attempting to collect and disseminate derogatory personal information about members of Congress, particularly those serving

Chenoweth has sought Clinton's
resignation since April because of
the Monica Lewinsky scandal.
And earlier this month Rep.
Dan Burton, R-Ind., who is conducting a campaign fund-raising
investigation of Clinton, admitted that he fathered a child in an
extramarital affair.
Hyde told a closed House
Republican caucus Wednesday
that lawmakers should be alert to
investigations of their personal
life, according to sources at the
meeting who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
He contended that allies of the
president have hired two law
firms to investigate Republicans.
The Salon story said Hyde had
a five-year sexual relationship
with a woman named Cherie
Snodgrass, and the magazine has
a picture of a woman — identified as Ms. Snodgrass — sitting
on Hyde's lap.
The affair was carried on from
1965 to 1969. Hyde was 41 when
the affair began and Ms. Snodgrass was 12 years younger, the
story said.
Salon quoted the woman's former husband, Fred Snodgrass, as
saying the affair destroyed his
marriage.

On South College and Clough
St., Molly Binder was cited for
illegal speed, Tuesday.
In the 300 block of N. Grove
St., a bike was reported stolen,
Tuesday.
On Lehman and S. Main St.,
Joshua A. Knisley was cited for
littering, Wednesday.

7

A man in the 500 block of
Napoleon St. reported being shot
by a nail coming from the sky,
Wednesday.
A woman in the 500 block of
E. Merry St. reported loud music
in the apartment above her, but it
was a false alarm, Wednesday.
On S. Wintergarten and Pearl
St., Brad A. Mozena was cited for
failure to stop at a stop sign,
Wednesday.
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The Associated Press

on the House Judiciary Committee."
The memo added that efforts
to intimidate lawmakers or interfere with their official duties
would violate U.S. criminal law.
White House press secretary
Mike McCurry said the White
House was not connected with
the story in any way and has
made it clear that anyone who
peddled such information would
be fired.
"People here are livid that it
would even be suggested we
were a source of the information
and livid if anyone here attempted to the be the source of that
information. It is the last thing we
need at this moment," he said.
Hyde's statement said, "The
statute of limitations has long
since passed on my youthful
indiscretions. Suffice it to say,
Cherie Snodgrass and I were
good friends a long, long time
ago. After Mr. Snodgrass confronted my wife, the friendship
ended
and
my
marriage
remained intact."
Last week a conservative
Republican,
Rep.
Helen
Chenoweth of Idaho, admitted
she was wrong to have a longterm affair with a married man
more than a decade ago. Ms.
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CLINCHED!

Indians claim fourth straight division title

□ The Tribe survives injuries, trade
and season-long slumps to take
another division crown.
The Associated Press

Associated PI«M Photo

Jim Thorn* and Travis Fryman celebrate during Wednesday'! game with the Twins. The Tribe
won the game 6-1 and clinched the Central Division.

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland Indians are inspiring Jokes of a different nature these days.
Some say the AL Central title isn't worth the paper
it's printed on. Running away with the division? Hahl
This year, the division ran away from the Indians.
Critics can scoff all they want. Despite injuries and
season-long slumps, the Indians clinched their fourth
straight Central title Wednesday night with an 8-6 victory over the Minnesota Twins.
And no matter how many times they do it or how
docile the competition, it's still special to manager
Mike Hargrove.
"In '92. If 1 had told everybody that starting in "95
we'd do what we've done, a lot of people would have
laughed," Hargrove said. "And 1 wouldn't have blamed
them."
The Indians, one of the worst teams in sports for
nearly four decades, became only the third team to
win four straight division titles since divisional play
started in 1969. They Joined Atlanta, on its current
run of seven straight, and the Oakland A's. who won
the AL West from 1971-75.
With their 84th victory, the Indians wrapped up the
title a week earlier than last season — when they
clinched with a dramatic, seven-run comeback for a
10-9 victory over the New York Yankees on Sept. 23.
Before the clinching game. Hargrove repeated a
statement he made last fall before Game 6 of the
World Series. With the Indians facing elimination.
Hargrove said he "had a good feeling about this team."
The Indians won the game — remember Chad Ogea's

two hits off Kevin Brown? — but blew a one-run lead
in the ninth inning of Game 7 and lost in 11 innings.
Hargrove's gut feeling this year is "a lot like I had
for last year's team."
They proved he might be onto something with three
homers In the first inning. Manny Ramirez hit his
41st and 42nd homers, giving him five in two games.
As the defending AL champions know, even a postseason ticket punched in the easygoing Central can
be good for a trip to the Series.
"The postseason is an entirely new deal," Hargrove
said. "I think we proved that last year."
The Indians were 100-44 in the strike-shortened
1995. when they won their first AL pennant since
1941; won 99 games In 1996 but were bounced from
the playoffs In the first round by Baltimore; and finished 86-75 last season.
This year. Kenny Lofton returned as a free agent.
, Sandy Alomar followed his dream season In "97 with
an offensive flop that saw his average dip Into the
.230s.
Jose Mesa, who never recovered from his blown
save in Game 7, was traded to San Francisco on July
23. The bullpen purge Included trading Eric Plunk to
Milwaukee for Doug Jones.
Jim Thome, who started his first All-Star game at
first base, had his right hand broken by a pitch from
Tampa Bay's Wilson Alvarez on Aug. 7. But he
returned to the lineup Wednesday night Just in time
for the celebration — even homering in his first at-bat.
The clinching victory pushed Cleveland's record
since the All-Star break to 33-31. Their drive to the
division title was more like a leisurely stroll.
The Indians have won four straight since Vlzquel's
outburst. When he charged the mound, It was as If
the Indians heard the final boarding call for flight
1998 to the postseason.
On Wednesday night, they climbed on.

Golf teams start off on different notes
□ Men and women begin
season with contrasting
results at invitationals.
By DAN NIED
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's golf
team took part in the Mary Fossum Invitational at Michigan State and came
away with a disappointing finish.
The Falcons finished 11th out of 13

teams with a score of 668 over 36 holes.
They fell short of their team goal of
shooting 320 over 18 holes. Michigan
State won the tournament with a score
of 595.
"It wasn't the best performance
we've had," BG coach Kurt Thomas
said. "We need to work on our short
game in order to play better. We need to
sink the putts we're supposed to sink."
Senior Heidi Hansen led the Falcons,
finishing 35th with a score of 162.
This weekend, the Falcons will play
in the Huskie Classic at Northern Illi-

nois. The tournament presents a tough
course and a field of over 20 teams.
"We're not really sure what to expect
with this tournament," Thomas said.
"We need to make good use of our practice time this week so we can go in and
perform up to our standards."
The men's golf team made a good
first impression as they began their season Monday at the Titan Invitational.
The Falcons took third out of 13
teams with an overall combined score of
592 for 36 holes. Only Eastern Michigan
and Michigan State fared better.

Leading the way for Bowling Green
was senior Otto Larson. Larson tied for
eighth, shooting 146. Also swinging for
the Falcons were seniors Jeff Hunt (150),
Mike Kotsos (151), sophomore Justin
Gillham (154) and freshman Andy
Thiessen (153).
Thiessen provided the surprise of the
day in his first college tournament.
"There is a big difference in high
school and college level golf," BG coach
Gary Winger said. "He is handling the
transition well. He deserved the chance
to compete and made the most of it."

Winger attributed much of his team's
success to practice.
"We had to spend a lot of time on the
practice greens because the fast greens
of the course are the opposite of what
we are used to at home," Winger said.
"That played a big part in our performance."
The Falcons take this week off. Next
week they go to Iowa City, Iowa to take
part in the Iowa Hawkeyes Intercollegiate Tournament Sept. 25-27.

Volleyball team set to play
in JMU Days Inn Classic
□ The Falcons will
play three teams in
the tourney.
By MATT STEINER and
N1CKHURM
_
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Volleyball

JMU
Invite.

Friday, Saturday in HarThe Falcon volleyball team
risonburg, Va.
heads to Harrisonburg, Va. this
weekend to take part in the Days
The Falcons head to the James Madison
Inn /James Madison University
Invitational looking lo improve the* 6-3
VoUeyball Classic.
record. This is the final tuneup before the
The brown and orange will do
Mid-American Conference season begins on
Sept 23 at Toledo.
battle against the University of
Maryland Baltimore-County, St.
was our passing score," Van De
Johns and host James Madison.
"All four teams are pretty Walle said. "We'll try to get that
evenly matched." JMU coach in practice today."
The win has the team in good
Chris Beerman said. "It's going
to be a very interesting and very shape mentally for the weekend.
"After the Oakland win, we
competitive tournament."
On Friday BG plays the have our confidence back," BG's
UMBC Retrievers. Last season Kristin Gamby said. "We're
the Retrievers went 21-9 and 10- going to be excited to play well
again at a tournament."
2 in the Big South Conference.
Travelling has its good and
BG is coming off an impressive win against Oakland Tues- bad, but the team is looking at
day. Heather Murphy had a the positive.
"It's real exciting," Gamby
career high 22 kills in the game.
In that game, the Falcons set said. "There's a lot of team bondseven goals and hit six of them.
ing. I think we all look forward
"The only thing we didn't hit to travelling."

BG coach Denise Van De
Walle said it's good for the team
because the team only focuses on
volleyball.
In terms of the weekend. Van
De Walle's crew is trying to finetune its blocking and defense.
"We'll be challenged by all
three teams," Van De Walle said.
"Every team has one or two goto players."
This season, UMBC is off to a
5-3 start including an upset win
over West Virginia. Senior Lisa
Cline, Big South player of the
year in 1997, should be a factor
this weekend. Last season, Cline
averaged just over five kills per
game. She was among the
nations' leaders in that category.
Juniors Megan Mcnamara and
LaNae Baker also made all-conference last season and should be
players to watch.
The Falcon's second opponent
will be the Red Storm of St.
John's. They have a 4-4 mark this
season. Last year, they went 11-5
and 3-8 in the Big East. St. John's
fishished next to last in the conference.
The Red Storm is coming off
of a 2-1 showing at their own St.
John's Classic. One player to
keep an eye on for St. John's is

.

BO Newi Photo

A band of Falcons sets up to defend a potential block In the recent Michigan tournament.
Defense and blocking am two things BG is working on In practice in preparation for the James
Madison Days Inn Classic. The Falcons will battle James Madison, UMBC and St. Johns.
freshman Stasha Levi. Levi
earned Big East Rookie of the
Week honors last week. She had
65 digs in four games. She also
had 34 digs and 18 kills in a loss
to Tulsa.
JMU is the only team of the
three that BG has previously
played. The Falcons lost to the
Dukes at the William and Mary
Tournament in 1996.

The Dukes, like the Falcons,
have a young but experienced
team. Mandy Carter is the only
senior on the roster. She is a 6' 1"
lefty from Tennessee. The
remainder of the team features
three juniors, five sophomores
and one freshman.
The Dukes feature the last
two rookie of the year honorees
in the Colonial Athletic Associa-

tion. Lindsay Collingwood won
it in 1996. She is a two-time all
conference player from San
Diego, Calif. Karla Gessler
received the honors in 1997.
JMU has started the season 33. They took third in the CAA
last season, finishing with a 1714 record overall and 8-4 in the
conference. Look for JMU to run
a fast paced, up tempo game. 1
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Ramirez ties record;
4 consecutive homers
CLEVELAND — Cleveland's
Manny Ramirez tied a major
league record with a homer in his
fourth consecutive at-bat Wednesday night as the Indians scored
five runs on three homers in the
first inning against Minnesota.
Ramirez, who homered in his
last three at-bats Tuesday night,
hit his 41st homer on a 1-1 pitch
from Bob Tewksbury. The threerun shot gave Ramirez five hits in
his last 35 at-bats — all homers.
Jim Thome. In his first at-bat
after missing six weeks with a broken right hand, followed Ramirez
with a solo homer to left, his 30th
and first since July 29.
After Travis Fryman grounded
out. Richie Sexson hit his 11th
homer on the first pitch to make it
5-0.
Ramirez is the first player to
homer in four straight at-bats
since Detroit's Bobby Higginson on
June 30 and July 1. 1997. He is
the third Indians player to do It.
Joining Rocky Colavito (one game)
in 1959 and Willie Kirkland (two
games) in 1961.
Ramirez's 41st homer traveled
an estimated 433 feet into a stiff
wind in center.
Three of the four homers
exceeded 400 feet. He grounded
weakly to second In the third,
missing a chance to break the
record.

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Activated 1B Jim
Thome from the disabled list.
National League
FLORIDA MARLINS—Announced the resignation of Gary Hughes, vice president of
player personnel, effective at the end of the
season.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
PHILDELPHIA 76ERS—Named Karen
Frascona director of communications, effective Oct. 31.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS—Signed DE Van
Tulnei. Waived DE Steven Conley. Re-signed
WR Kuipo McGuire to the practice squad.

STANDINGS
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES—Named Jim Corsi
goaltender coach. Promoted Jim Benning to
director of amateur scouting. Named Daryl
Plandowski and Kevin Devine to the scout
ing staff.
OLYMPICS
United States Olympic Committee
USOC—Named Scott A. Blackmun general counsel and director of legal affairs.
TENNIS
United States Tennis Association
USTA—Nominated Julia A. Levering as
president, effective Jan. 1. 1999.
COLLEGE
ATLANTIC 10 CONFERENCE—Named
Kathleen DUulia director of championships
and Bridget Geist manager of operations.

Brewers shut out Reds
CINCINNATI — It took awhile for BUI Pulsipher to find his best stuff, but when he did
he retired 10 straight batters.
That's been the story of my life.' said
Pulsipher, who combined with four relievers
on a five-hitter as the Milwaukee Brewers
beat the Cincinnati Reds 2-0 on Wednesday.
"It seems like if I can get through the first
couple innings without damage, things settle
down." Pulsipher said. 'Once 1 get into my
stretch the first time. I get more comfortable."
Pulsipher (3-2) allowed five hits in six
innings, struck out three and walked two.
Chad Fox. Mike Myers. Eric Plunk and Bob
Wickman finished Milwaukee's second
shutout this season. Wickman earned his
25th save.
The Reds wasted their best scoring opportunity in the first when they loaded the
bases before Paul Konerko grounded Into an
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NL Glance, Sub-Standings.
By Th« Associated Press
All Times EDT
East Division
W
L
Pet.
98
x-Atlanta
55
New York
85
68
70
Philadelphia
82
Montreal
61
92
Florida
50
103
Central Division
W
Pet
x-Houston
56
67
Chicago
77
St. Louis
81
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
83
I'ltKburgh
83
West Division
W
Pel
x-San Diego
57
San Francisco
71
Los Angeles
75
Colorado
80
Arizona
91

CB
.641
556
.461
.399
.327

AL Glance, Sub-Standings,
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
East Division
W
L
Pet
x-New York
104
46
Boston
85
65
Toronto
82
70
Baltimore
77
74
Tampa Bay
60
90

GB
.693
567
539
510
.400

19
23
27
44

GB
.634
.559
493
.471
.458
.450

Central Division
W
L
x-Cleveland
84
Chicago
72
Kansas City
69
Minnesota
65
Detroit
58

GB
560
.477
.460
.430
.382

12
15
19
27

CB
.625
.530
.507
.477
.401

West Division
W
Anaheim
Texas 81
Seattle 69
Oakland

x-clinched division title

x-clinched division title

Wednesday's Games
Late Games Not Included

Wednesday's Games
Late Game Not Included
Toronto 2, Detroit 1

inning-ending double play. A double play in
Milwaukee 2, Cincinnati 0
the second inning took Cincinnati out of a
Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 1
two on, no-out situation.
Montreal 3, Honda 2
NY. Mets at Houston, (n)
"When I get guys on base, the only thing
Pittsburgh at St Louis, (n)
I'm thinking about is a ground ball," Pul
San Francisco at Arizona, (n)
sipher said. The guys behind me have
Colorado at Los Angeles, (n)
turned more double plays than any other
Chicago Cubs at San Diego, (n)
team In baseball"
The Brewers have turned a major leagueThursday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Morgan 0-1) at San Diego (Spencer
leading 185 double plays, including two
1-0),
5:05 p.m.
Wednesday. Colorado has 180, and nobody
Atlanta (Neagle 14-11) at Arizona (Daal 7-11), 10 05
in the American League is within 20 of Milp.m.
waukee.
Only Games Scheduled
"We had him in the first inning, but we
couldn't cash in." said Reds manager Jack
McKeon. "We couldn't get a handle on the
guy. He Just beat us."
Brett Tomko (12-12) allowed seven hits In
seven-plus innings, with five strikeouts and
two walks.

Pet
66
79

81
86
94
Pet
70
536
.463
81

GB
536

11
.460

Cleveland 8, Minnesota 6
Tampa Bay 7, NY. Yankees 0
Boston 4, Baltimore 3
Texas 5. Anaheim 3
Chicago White Sox 9. Kansas City 4
Seattle at Oakland (n)

Thursday's Games
Seattle (Moyer 13-9) at Oakland (Candiotti 11-15),
3 15 p.m
Toronto (Carpenter 11-7) at Detroit (Florie 7-9),
7:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Milton 7-12) at Cleveland (Burba 13-9),
7:05 p.m.
NY. Yankees (Irabu 11-9) at Tampa Bay (Sanlana 54), 7:05 p.m.
Boston (Schourek 0-3) at Baltimore (Mussina 13-8),
7:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Sparks 9-3) at Texas (Helling 19-7), 8:05
p.m.
Kansas City (Belcher 13-12) at Chicago White Sox
(Baldwin 11-5), 8:05 p.m.

Falcon ruggers beat U of M Wolverines in weekend play
□ The BG rugby team continued its winning ways with a
win against Michigan.
By JOE FINNELL
Special to the BG News
The Bowling Green rugby team extended
its winning streak to 20 straight over Michigan with 75-10 and 22-5 victories over the
weekend.
The Wolverines have not beaten the Falcons since 1971.
The 7-1 Falcons will host longtime MidAmerican Conference rival Miami Saturday
at 1 p.m. at College Park Field.
The two clubs split in the spring. BG took
the MAC Championship match 40-5 before
the RedHawks won 29-24 in the Ohio Classic
Championship.

"We are slowly getting everyone to play
as a team rather than as individuals," Falcon
coach Roger Mazzarella said. "Having broken up a backfield that played together for
three years, we were bound to have some
problems meshing in the new faces."
BG vice captain Corey Ward also
addressed the backfield.
"This was the best we've looked in three
weeks and I expect a similar level of
improvement next week," Ward said.
In the first game, BG pounced early and
attacked the overwhelmed Wolverines from
every point on the compass.
"BG had us back on our heels right from
the opening kickoff," Michigan coach Rich
Shurfeld said. "They are so good in the basic
fundamentals that we were lucky to generate
any kind of offense at all."
Falcon wing Brian Scerca opened the scoring 90 seconds into the game with a try and
was followed across the goal line by wing

Theo Wirtz, prop Ben French, eight man Jeff
McVey and center Mike Swanbeck. By the
10-minute mark, the Falcons built up a 25-0
lead.
Three more tries by Scerca, Wirtz and
prop Tyler Carroll in addition to three conversion kicks by fly half Ward and a Wolverine penalty kick made the score 46-3 at halftime.
In the second half, the Falcon offense
throttled back just a hair, taking on another
29 points to the final score. Wirtz, Ward,
scrum half Steve Rittenhour, center Doug
Ketterer and lock Dennis Antonelli all posted
tries while Ward added three more conversions in the victory.
In the second match, center Scott Mullins,
flanker Ron Humphrey and wings Kurt
Weaver and Keith Bowers each scored solo
tries and fly half Scott Havericak added a
conversion as the Falcons coasted to victory.

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

ill

i

Center Mike Swanbeck chases down a loose ball on his way
to a score against Michigan. The Falcon rugby team beat
Michigan twice over the weekend.

Sell It in the
Classifieds

MANAGER
* 53 University Dining Services
~'4 Division of Student Affairs
""^1

Photo Provided

-» i

To place a classified ad call 372-6977

Bowlfng Green State Universiy, Bowfing Green Ohio

Managar, University Dining Services, Division of Student Affairs
• Full-time administrative staff position.
• Assist trie assistant Director of Dining Services of the Student Union
or the General Manager of a Residence Dining Unit In the supervision
and administration of the food service.
■ Supervises all service areas, catering and production areas.
■ Maintains high quality service to customers.
Includes covering a 7-day a week operation with shift rotations
that may include minimum work shirt:
6a.m. to 3p.m. /8a.m. to 5p.m. / 9a.m. to 6 p.m. / 11a.m. to 8p.m.
4p.m. to 1am. / 730p.m. to 4:30a.m.
Responsible for weekend shift coverage, as needed.
with assigned days off during the week.

•murmmi
1

Bachelor's degree in Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Management
or Food Systems Management preferred. Minimum Associates' degree.
Applied Food Services Sanitation Certification preferred
Strong management skills/experience.
Excellent interpersonal communication skills;
excellent written communication skills.
Ability to analyze and predict customer trends and Implement changes.
Strong marketing and merchandising skills.
High degree of flexibility.
One or two years' experience In restaurant or Institutional
management preferred.
Administrative grade level 12, minimum salary $26,115.
Salary is commensurate with education and experience

Submit letter of application, resume and three names, addresses
and telephone numbers of professional references to:
Office of Human Resources (Search V-052)
100 College Park Office BkJg.
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
Application Dn.idlin.' October 0,18M
9GSU /s an BEO/AA educator and employ*.

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST!
NOW IN BOWLING GREEN!

B.G.S.U.

Students & Faculty
OFF
Any Auto Service or Tire
Purchase of S100 or More
(See Us For Details!

• Wheel Alignment • Shocks & Struts
• Air Conditioning • Belts & Hoses
• Exhaust Systems • Lube Oil & Filter
• Heating & Cooling Systems • Brakes
• Batteries • Alignments • Tune-Ups

999 SOUTH MAIN STREET

ALL MAJOR
BRAND TIRES
Our Complete Price
Includes: Installation,
Balancing, Valve Stems."
Disposal, Mfr. Warranty

352-5788-*
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372-6977
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any -dtr+ml or gmmp on the bMM of race. *». coto,
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legally pmwcKd uw
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«i aaoart All advenueaKMa are aubtoct to edumf and
approval

CAMPUS EVENTS
auowoim
Relationships on
The Flosd-lmprov
Rml2l West Halt
Sept 18 8 17.8-11pm
Call 352-0804
with questions
Clesso<1900
Class0(1999
Class011999
Senior Portraits am now baing taken Don't bo
left out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook. Portraits are takan in both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides. The strong
wHl only lake about 1S mmuies and your memones wit last forever The low to lee can be
charged tnrougi w Bursar. Portraiu are taken
In 21 West Hall (Basement) Please eel
1-000 969-1330 in advance to schedule a sitting. "Portraits make great Christmas gifts.'

Discover Europe Informetlon Meeting
6 Week Progrsm In France a Belgium
Classes In English
Earn BGSU Credits
Registration a Financial Aid Into
Tuea. Sept 22.1996 goOpm BA1000
For Inlo eontaot:Dr. Chlltia
chMle@bgnet
or Matt Onare)ko-monar«Obgnet
F mancial Managemenl Association
Informal Meeting - Thure. Sept 17
7OOp m BAA tOM- Free Pizza and Popl
FREEBCS FREEBCS FREEBIES FREEBCS
Want to know more about birth control. STDs
and women's health? Then come see Dr. Tame/a Hawaii. OB/GYN First 150 people get
FREE stud. Wed Sept. 23 7:30pm MAC COW
Room. Questions 777 372-WELL (9355)
FREEBIES FREEBCS FREEBIES FREEBCS
Hive Beck to BGSU
Visit the University Ambassadors Into reghl
Thursday. Sept 17K 6-Spm BA 102
Applications are available at Mien
Alumni Center and the Student Lite Office.
LACROSSE
Practice 4-6 Monday
or call
353-3825.
Officer's a Advisors
Receptlon/Rourvdtabte
An opportunity tor officers and advisors
to meet and kick off another successful
year with studentorganizarjonsl
Wed. Sept. 16.6-8pm Community Suite. Union

Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraiu
Carl Wolf Studios ia now on campus taking
senior portraits dairy from 10am 6pm. Any
senior graduating m Dec.. May or August
should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by tie
studio Sessions sake about 15 minutes and
the 16 sitting lee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call 1-800- 960 1338 to schedule a Bulling Portraits are taken in 28 Weal Hall. Dent
be led out olthe Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

Class 011999
Class of 1999
Class 011999
Senior Portraiu are now being taken Don't be
left out ol tie Historic 1999 Key Yearbook PorIraits are taken m both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides. The sitting
will onfy lake about 15 minutes and your memories will last forever. The low $6 fee can be
charged through the Bursar Portraiu are taken
ki 28 Weat Hall (Basement). Please call
i-BOO 969-1338 in advance 10 schedule a sit
nng. "Portraiu make great Christmas gifts.'

WANT TO TRAVEL! GET BOSU CREDIT?
Attend one of over 140 colleges in the U.S.
without paying oui-of-state tuinon' Go tor tie
taM or tie academic year! Credits transfer!
Great experience' See the country! Hawaii! Alaakai
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFO SESSION:
Friday. September 18th el 2 30 pm
3rd fl of the Student Union in the Stale Rm
For more details call the co-op program at
2-2454

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90's dance

WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR
Interested In Inding out more about Women's
Health? Want FREE mlo? Over 20 Exhibits!
Women's Health Fair
Wednesday. Sept. 23, 11 00-3 30 in front ol
Union-Be there!

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3 PM IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE: SEPT. 28-C 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL; SEPT 29-W.C FLAG
FOOTBALL; SEPT. 30-M FLAG FOOTBALL:
OCT. 8-GREEK 6 INDP. ICE HOCKEY.
kVTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
FLAG FOOTBALL AND ICE HOCKEY APPLY
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT. 29TH AT NOON. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC FOR FOOTBALL

RIDES

SERVICES OFFERED
JUMP at this new offer" SKYDIVE B.G.. just
10 mm. from campus is now offering a first
lump one day class during the week (MW-F)
in addition to our regular weekend classes. Can
for student special information. 352-5200.
V/MC accopted
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests
Confidential 6 caring.
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.
Preschool-Day Care Program in home has
openings for 3-5 yr. olds. Quality child care that
is fun. safe 8 educational by an experienced
preschool teacher Ca'l 354 6481.
SKYDIVE NOW Only 10 mil. from campus at
SKYDIVE BG Student 8 group discounts
VSA a MC accepted. 352-5200.

PERSONALS
ATTENTION TO ALL OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Have You Received Yours Yet? II you have
not picked up a copy ol the 199T-1999 Student
Handbook, go to the Off Campus Student
Center in Mosley and pick yours up. It la
necessary for ell students c have a copy of thia
handbook for future reference. The handbooks
will only be available in your off campus mailboxes until Monday. September 21 st

Catch an the latest action in Falcon athletics1
Watch Chris Stipes. Mike Leonard, and Stephanie Kazel weekdays on BG 24 news! Turn
to cable channel 24 even/day al 5:30. 10:30.
and? 30am

Thursday's al KAMIKAZE S
GVners trom 7-9 pm
Dollar pichers all night long
's at KAMIKAZES
swing coming.. .
Turning Points
An informal discussion group about eating disorders, weight issues and normal easng. Beginning
Oct. 7. Wed.. 3.30-5
To register cal 372-2061
Co- sponsored by Counseling Center
ft Student Health Service
Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich ktchels
from 10-2

GOOD LUCK
BG WOMEN'S TENNIS

Now open Campus World Travel!
Airline tickets, spnng break tripe
rafting tripe, sluing Inps 352-7889.

ASSEMBLERS: Excelent income to assemble
products at home, tnfor 1-504-646-1700
OEPT.OH-6255
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Officer's t Advisors
RecspliorvRounduble
An opportunity for officers and advisors
to meet end kick off another successful
year with student organisations'
Wed. Sept. 16.6-8pm Community Suite. Union
Senior Portrait!
Server Portraiu
Senior Portraiu
Carl Wot! Studios is now on campus raking
•error portraiu daily from 10am 6pm Any
senior graduating in Dec.. May or August
should attend Portraiu are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by tie
studio Sessions last about 15 minutes and the
SO sitting fee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call 1 -800-969-1338 10 schedule a sitting. Portraiu are taken m 28 West Hall. Don't
be left out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOW
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazadan,
ft S. Padre. Early bed savings
unu Oct. 31. Campus sales reps
wanted. Earn tree trips ♦ cash
1.800 SURFS UP
www studentexpress com

WANTED
1 male roomate needed immediately Own
bedroom. t180rmo. Call 354 0414 or email
nogalstugbgnel
Need 1 lo aubis. 2 bdrm apt S200/mo Fum..
newly carpeted Own room. Water ft gas Ind.
in rent Close to campus 353-7462
SUB-LEASER NEEDED
Cuiet Efficiency
215 East Poe
$230/mo No utilities
Call ScotVevenings
1-800-737-7572 eit. 315

HELP WANTED

Plastic Recyder
tor Fiber ft Pipe Industry
needs pert time production workers.
Walking distance from campus.
Apply in person.
441 Pike Street. 353-7383.

$1250
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser tor student
organizations. You've seen otter
groups doing it. now it's your turn
One week is all n takes.
NO flimmicks. NO tricks.
NOobiigatJOn.Cas'for
information today.

1 800 932 0528 x 65.
vrww.ocmconcepu.com

Take A Bite
and on the move tor Health ft Joy
Register Today
Call 372-WELL (9355)
Contemporary Weigh! Management Program
Nutrition ft exercise awareneaa
Wednesday 3 30-5 00pm
Begins October 7
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE Biggest and
best selection. Choose Irom over 2000
different images. FINE ART. MUSIC.
MODELS. MOVIE POSTERS. HUMOR. ANIMALS. BLACK LIGHT, SCIENCE FICTION.
PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES. KIDS.
PHOTOGRAPHY. MOTIVATIONALS MOST
IMAGES ONLY (6. 87, AND 88 EACHI SEE
US AT THE UNIVERSITY UNION-2ND
FLOOR GRAND BALLROOM ON MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 14TH THROUGH FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 18TH. The hours are 10 a.m.-*
p.m. This sale is sponsored by UAO

82000 Tuition Reimbursement
United Percel Service
We are currently looking for permanent pantime employees who are interested in working
from 3 s? 5 hours per day.
WE OFFER
*E xoslleni entry level pay ol
88 5O7S8.S0 per hour, and can earn
up to »12.45/S13.45 per hour with
progression.
'Full time benefits for part time work!
'Advancement opportuniDesI
'Holidays and weekends odl
Cell (419) 891-6820. EOE.
-RESPITE CARE PROVIDERPersons needed to provide short-term, temporary care lor individuals who have developmental disabilities. Salary (S.SOrhr. High
school diploma or GED required Flexible
schedule. Application deadline 9/30/91. Interested persons please contact Family Resource Coordinator al Wood Lane School.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green.
EOE.

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK!! 2 FREE TRIPS
ON ONLY 15 SALES and EARN 8888 Jo
maica. Cancun. Bahamas. Florida. Padre! Low
Pnceel Free Meals. Parties ft Meals' "Tinkled
O
f
I
•
r
1800-426-77i0rwww.aunsplaariiours com
BO) 24 NEWS OPEN TRY-OUT
Weether anchor needed tor Tuesday and
Thursday broadcasts
Must be of sophomore status Preference given lo returning members or those srrti meteor
oiogical experience.
Sign up al the BG 24 newsrooom in tie basement of West Hall rl interested.
Call Jm Foust (372-2077) witi any Questions.
BLAKELY ASSISTED LIVING CENTER CUR
RENTLY HAS TWO PART-TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANTS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. EXCEPTIONAL
PAY AND BENEFIT PACKAGE. WE ARE
LOOKING FOR MATURE INDIVIDUALS
THAT CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY M A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT. EXPERIENCE WITH OLDER ADULTS PREFERRED.
BUT NOT NECESSARY. PLEASE APPLY AT
600 STERLING DR.. N. BALTIMORE OHIO
BETWE EN 900AM AND 5.00PM. EOE.
BLAKELY CARE FACILITIES CURRENTLY
HAS OPENINGS FOR PART-TIME ACTIVITCS ASSISTANTS. WE ARE LOOKING FOR
ENERGETIC. OUTGOING INDIVIDUALS
WHO CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY IN A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT WITH OLDE R ADULTS. PLEASE APPLY AT 600 STERLING DR.. NORTH BALTIMORE.OH. EOE.

'referred Properties Co.

Pirect

530 S. MAPLE ST. • 352-9378
Now Leasing
Piedmont - 2 Bedrooms, Patios & Decks,
Laundry in each building
Mini-Mall -1 Bedroom Apartment
+ efficiencies

DTP. Familiar with Mac ft IBM Pt or lull-time.
Flex hours. Resume to: Jack Smith 1544 ConneautAve.B.G.

Printing pressmen AB Dick equip. Flexible
hours. Send resume lo. Jack Smith, 1544
Conneaut Ave . B G

Eastwood High School, a focal high school is
looking tor a varsity asst. wrestling coach for
the upcoming season which is Nov. t • March
10. Paid position For more information, contact John Obrock (athletic director) al
419-633-3611.

SPRING BREAK 99I
Cancun * Haeoau ■ Jamaica ■ Mazattan *
Acapulco ' Bahamas Cruise ' Florida '
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of
Caahl
Too raps are ottered full-time staff lobe.
Lowest price Guaranteed. Cell now tor detslle I srww.claealravel.eom 800/838<411

Help Wanted
Waruiad. bartenders, and cooks. Apply in person or call 823-0014. 100 W. Main St. Haskms. OH 4352S The Hastens Inn, 5 miles north
of BO oil state route 25
-New Restaurant Opening'-

Tutors needed: Math, or FIN. ACCT, Physics.
ENG, BIOL, CHEM. All subjects Disability services. 372-8498, ask for Peggy.

Lawn maintenance and landscaping. Ful and
pan-time positions available. No experience
necessary. 354-1923.

VAN DRrVFR-Pan-time position lo provide
transportation to and Irom social service
agency. Musi be between the ages ol 21-65,
have a valid Oho driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume 10 P.O Box
738. Bowling Green. OH 43402. EOE.

Looking for work tvjt isn't food service? A ft A
Inveniory Service is now hiring. We provide
complete training and a unique work environment Call 800/533-7861 for inlo ft application
appoinmont
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREEI USA Spring Break oders
Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
packages and is currently accepting applications tor campus sales representatives. Call
1-686 SPRING BREAK.

ward's Club M
Thursday
SUGAR BUZZ
Friday
SWEET WILLY
Saturday
EVOLOTTO/SLEDGE
Wednesday Sept. 23
Live Irom San Francisco
POUND SIGN
+
AISLER'S SET

only $15 per month

Ki

www.BGHost.com

Pool • Video Games • Pinball •

©e ^a e^a e^a ©a ^a ^a e^a ^a <^a <^a e^a e^a ^a ^a ^a foa o^a o^a ^a e^a ^a ^a

Q^Q

Grandma can't understand why she hasn't received
your SENIOR PORTRAIT yet?
Call 1.800.960.1338
to schedule a sitting.
The cost is low,
it only takes a lew minutes, and
you'll make tke whole lamily happy
Portraits taken in 28 West Hall from 10-6pm daily
^a ^a ^a o^a o^a ©^a o^a o^a o^a <^a o^a t^a ^a ^a <^a ^a o^a ^a e^a ^a ^a ^a ^a e^a
I
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352-9951 p^

lea S-li JO am
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354-HOST

Wood County/Witness Assistant Coordinator,
Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry's Office:
30 hrsrwk O 89Vhr. Apply 6:30-4:30;
354-92S0. Fill by miO-Oct.

Read the BG News daily !!!

complete exercise equipment, complete
locker room and shower lacHities.)

Volunteera In Progress
CAMPUS BROTHERS-Would you like 10
spend time with a chad with group activities?
Call Mike al 353 7439
ADOPT-AGRANDPARE NT-Would you like lo spend time
with the elderly? Call Jan at 372-6644.

Mo-'si and talent aoencv Is tookmq for a local
modal and talent booker/salesperson. You
must be setf-motrvaied and good with people.
Must be available 3-5 days a week.
419-257-9011 or419-29g-3435

Mention this ad and get one month free.

(Indoor healed swimming pool, sauna. HydraSpa. Whirlpool.

Spnng Break '99 Sell trips. Earn cash ft go
treelll Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica. Mexico, and Florida. 800-648-4640 or
www sutravel.com

Lawn maim, tor Knickerbocker lawns. Part ft
full time. Will work around class schedule. Cal
3525822.

Back to School Special:

All residents receive a membership to
Chewrywood Health Spa

Painter's help needed
Fun or pan time
Call 352-21 go

Churchill Supermarket is hiring a pan-time position. Flex schedules. 26625 N. Dude Hwy.
Perry sburg. 672-6900.

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

H0T.0F£TH|PR|

Organist needed. Hoearma Lutheran Church,
Kellogg "d . Grand Rapids OH. Can
410-832-1041 ryemailbnngmarv9iuno.com

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking tor pan-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance lo
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unsk-lled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay ia 85.15 per hour Apply in person
beaveen the hours of 900am and 5:00pm
(Mon.-Fn.) at: Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Ctough St. BG OH 43402.

Cal lover needed tor bght housekeeping, playing w/ 10 cats, running errands, etc. About
10-15 hours per week Flexible. 86/hr. Cal
Linda al 372-7282 or 352-3477.

THE DAILY NEWS

SS!

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County Nursing Home is currently recruiting responsible, dedicated nursing assistants We ere looking tor quality, canng Individuata.
We warn the beet I
Applications will be accepted from Stale
Tested or Test-Reedy Nursing Assistantt. and
people interested in taking classes to become
STNA-S. FuH-sme, port-time, and conlngent
potions are available on el three ahifu. Benefits include:
• 10 Paid Hokdeys
' 2 Weeks Vacatfon (Afssr only 1 year)
MS Paid Sick Days
' Retirement Program
' Free Meets/Free Uniforms
' Ouanerty Attendance Incentives
"Weekend Differential ol$l more/hour
' Meo^cawOentaln/isionrPrescrrlJfe kia.
(Premiums tor a Family only 815 tftrmo!)
Al thia and a great starting wage tor STNA'S of
86.72/hr with a wage increase to 86.90AV In
only 120 days
Don't wen-Bring your friends-apply today:
Wood County Nursing Home
11060 E Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowing Green, OH 43402
(419)353-8411

The BG News
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Gibson ES 335 elactnc guitar, showcase ed<aon Paari colored, a siaal lor $800 Call anytime. 352-9974.

FOR SALE
to Coroaa. mt-ffianamad. manual
$2000 C60 Call 35S-4S27.

140K.

1M4 VW Jam lot salt AC, new eshaust,
brakaa. area, bait, cassana, vary dapandabla.
AaUng »1gS0 Cat 3»7842.
M H 2

1067
Toyota
great-WOO-- 353-5978

Moving Sale
Home furnishings, ouMnvaar
Metal desk, golf equip/clothes
Many FREE items
231 Buttonwood (near BG Jr. High)

Runs
Thurs 0-1,Frl.W.Sal.9-1

1908 Dodo* Neon, aunmatc. 2 Or ooopa, bfc
with o/ay Iniariot. sun roof, sports*. AfcVFM
caaa. stereo, aioall cond. I owner cat. wei
maintained, 08500 Call 4I0-872-4580.
AAAA.I Early Soaoalsl Panama Cifyi Boom
with Mchan H29I Includes 7 Fraa Paroasl
DayBna 6149 Naw Houpot-Soutf. Baach
$1201 Cocoa Baach Sugi epnngbrea*apyal.cotn 1-t0t>876-8386.
AAAA.I Early Soaoalsl Cancun t Jamaica! 7
rights Ak 6 hoial From $3901 Indudss Fraa
lood. Drinks. Paroasl 1998 Batiar Busmass Buraau Award Winnar! sprmgbreaktravel.eom
l-800«76-«386.
AAAA.I Early Spring Break Specials' Bahamas Patty Cruisel 6 Days 62791 Indudas Most
Maalsi Awesome Beaches. Nightlile' Departs
from Flondal 1098 BBB Award Winner I springpreeltlrave' com 1 -800-676-6386.
AAAA.' Spring Break Travel was 1 ol 6 small
businesses in me US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus lor outstanding ethics in tie
marketplace! sptingbraaktravel.com

PRIME STAR - lowest install prlosl
Service is 100% Iree
Call now at 1 -800-378-4968
Primestar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49.00/696 00one lme payment
625 99 programming. Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Offer?
Cal Now! 1800-580-2785

FOR RENT
1 $ 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
352-7454

Q

1 BR sublease $320/month. No sec. dap Will
subsidize 1st mo. rent. Man 372-1281

Apartment lor rent
2 BDRM lurmshed. female oriented
Includes utilities. 353-5074
For Rant
Two bedroom apt. w/garage.
Close lo campus.
evening 872-9674. day 372-2096.

They're back .1 doz roses
Cash 6 Carry $15 95
The Flower Basket. 165 S Main
Downtown BG

Rooms avail, m BG home. Grad males pref.
Please cal 352-1631 or 354-6701 Leave a
massag.

list'vmir brain lo save
Yoiiifir.iinlroiiiii sli nke

LMUH

[tt]

local] *M1 quicUj if you have ewe or inutv tpmutmm of

•UDka, like iiiuiiliiw'-ix in QUJI -i'lr of ihr forr of UIW limli. -.mlii.ii
iliiimrv Or IW of vision, UtM of *|M*rch. siiililri, a0VWV ItCWMCtW
oi dfaodfNU

Sublease. Needed Immediately
Low Rant across from campus
Call 419-696-2733

UIIMI^

with

IIM*

nlmvr .-.igiitt. Cull I-H00-AIIA-

I BAI ... I...... m..rr. Or .1 I,,,,,//

Americaui Heart ,

wu vA.niiihn.orp on uw Umlil \\ (dp Wflb.

Association-^

tf

1-800-878O66.
CARS 61004500
POLICE IMPOUNDS
Hondaa.Chavys. Jeeps.» Sport
UHtiea. MUST SELLi
1-800-522-2730 « 4558.

Help wanted
s

IMAGE

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS-354-2260

• Alternative Clothing
• Beaded/Hemp jewelry

u University Dining Services

• Clove Cigarettes

55 $5.20/hour No weekends.
•J Monday to Friday
- j 12 noon - 3:30p.m. or 1 -4p.m.
I N G Hiring2to3students.
SERVICES
Prout Dining Hall at the Student Union.
OVBON Of IMDEHT AfMM
Call 2-7947
BGSU students only.
D7N

Newlove
Realty Rentals
114
1

S.

Main

bdrm.

Located
Newly
Cal

FOR

RENT

• Unique Candles
• Class Curios

• 602 Second, Fum. Eff. $260. per mo.

• Tapestries

• 602 Second. 1 BR. Fum. Apt $300. per mo.

a stickers

• 610 Second. 2 BR. Fum. Apt. $350. per mo. and up

a posters
• 200+ Tees
• Ecuadorian Sweaters

• 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfum. $423 per mo.

• wool Gloves and Slippers

• 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo. and up

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176

• 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
•Length lease negotiable'

Welcome Students

PRIME RIB

2 >

SEAFOOD

apt.

decorated.
Allowed .

Fashions and
Alterations By

Faye

•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR
A COMPLETE LISTING
FOR UNDERGRADUATE.
\l I

AND

353-2047

PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING!

APARTMENTS

• incense

[••]

#12

Downtown.

GRAIH

on

217 South College- 1.5 blocks from Hatma
Hall. 3 BR House. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay all
utjl. sac dap., parental guarantee req.. no
pets $57Srmo. Rant collected quarterly
Available immediately
For more Information or to sign a leaee,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2664.
Locally owned and managed.

Specialized Rockhopper Ml. Bike. Shimano
Oeore LX. esc. cond. $325. Can Malt
419474-0808, marcnalCbgnat.bgau.adu.

Trumpet tor sale. Uaad 2yts.
Good condition $350 or best offer
Cal Kate 372-1274

Thursday, September 17, 1998

OR VISIT

OUR NEW WEBSITE:
illpi//*'Vv.atwlatfr*alt)'-caai
332

Soulh

Main

*lNloiir only
=r?y

Street

Bowling Green, OH - 43402-3432

163 Smith Main Street

.152 2595

352-5620

NEWIPVE
Rentals

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount

YOUR HOMETOWN PIZZA
CONNECTION

ml Student ID

'most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
B&B
Bowling Green. OH
353-2526
IHhop
Free Towing if we M
do the job!

1

| BGSU

Newrovc Realty Rentals
*llxlniiFREE(iASIIL\T.
WATER & SEWER
* llMlnnw/dotiblcLR
& front port 11
" I rxlnntrvcr
downkrwatxislness
*(2) 2 Mrm houses
*BT I'Killed over
dmvntOsvnskxts
VTSITOUROfFICEFORA
COilPLETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE,
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR
NEW WEBSITE:
| hflp://www.ivAv1overectfLLCom
^^ .YWSoulliMtiiii.slrcTl
l«Ta«ai%
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PIZZA
•one ■000 cowm WT

945 S. MAIN

PUB ATMOSPHERE
GREAT SELECTION
OF IMPORT BEERSI
Pizza • Pasta
Subs* Salads
BG's Best Breadstlcks
And Mora
Dim In • Carry Out
Fraa Delivery

352-9638
440 E. Court St l£M

352-7571
"QUALITY SINCE 1967"

FEATURING
Pizza • Subs •> Salads

PIZZAS 9, 12, 14. &16 In*

"Widt TV tut "Dwtfk A Sptciattf
"Home of the Lover's Pizza"
8 Varieties
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
• Subs • Chat Salads
• Salad Bar
• Baer ■ Wine - Liquor

Snacks • Pasta

HOURS

Burritos * More

Mop-Wed. 11:00a.m. - 2:30a.m.
Thuri.-Sat. 11 am - 3:00 a.m.
Sun Noon-2:30 a.m.

Soaps. Dsssarta
-Fraa Delivery
Dtaa la - Carry Oat
l 11am Dally - Cst.rlaj
Qroap a Senior Discounts
Oraat Moatkly SpaclaU

DINE IN or CARRY OUT
^ —Free Deliv

m

352-1504

PIZZA • SUBS & MORE
Free Delivery
UMIIEDABEA

352-5166
203 N MAIN BOWLING GREEN
OPEN 4 PM WEEKDAYS
LUNCH FRr*SAT*SUN
Salads • Potato Skins
Wings • Chicken Fingers
Pasta Salad • Bread Sticks
Tomato or Garlic Bread
ASK ABOUT OUT SPECIALS!

516 E Woosior Bowling
»(J Green
C

These are the BEST IN B.G.
(You Can Get Domino's, Papa Johns or Pizza Hut Anywhere)

B.G. is Now your Hometown
So find out why these 4 pizzarias
outperform the national chains.
I
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